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Abstract. The paper describes a method of synthesizing sign language samples
for training HMM. First face and hands regions are detected, and then features of
sign language are extracted. For generating HMM, training data are automatically
synthesized from a limited number of actual samples. We focus on the common
hand shape in different word. The database hand shapes is generated and the
training data of each word is synthesized by replacing the same shape in the
database. Experiments using real image sequences are shown.

1 Introduction
The paper deal with recognition of sign language from a video sequence. Features of
sign language consists of the position, velocity, and shape of hand regions. Sign language words are trained and recognized using Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [1].
For building reliable HMM, many training samples are necessary. However, collecting many samples from different subjects is difficult. Therefore we propose a method
of synthesizing training data automatically from a limited number of actual samples.
In speech recognition, speech samples are synthesized from phoneme units [2]. In CG
animations of sign language, sign sentences are generated by combining the patterns of
words [3]. However, there is no methods for synthesizing training data of sign language.
Here, we focus on the hand shape. The database of sign language word and its constituent
contour shapes is generated from sign language images. The training data of each word
is synthesized by replacing the contour shapes with the same shape in other words.

2 Feature Extraction
2.1 Extraction of Hand Regions
Face and hand regions are first extracted using a model of skin color, the range of which
is determined from the initial image.
When hands and face regions overlap, they are separated using the previous an the
succeeding frames. First, the image of the face and hands just before overlapping are
saved as templates. Assuming that those images does not change, hands and face regions
are extracted by template matching.
Next, assuming that hand shape changes during overlapping, the hand region is extracted. The image of face and hands just after overlapping are saved as templates and
the regions are similarly extracted by template matching.
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Then the timing of the shape change is determined comparing the degree of matching
in the forward backward template matching.
2.2 Extraction of Hand Features
From the extracted face and hands region, the positions, the velocities and the shapes of
hands are obtained.
Because a small position difference of a hand near the face or a small movement near
the face is often important, the positions and velocities of hands are:
–
–
–
–

The log-distance between the face and each hand region.
The change of the log-distance between the face and each hand region.
The direction of each hand from the face region.
The change of the direction of each hand from the face region.

Because, for two hand gestures, the relative position is important, the relative position
of the right hand to the left hand is also included in the features
The shape features of the hand include:
– The number of protrusions of the hand region.
– {u(1 − r), v(1 − r)} , where
(u, v): The x and the y component of the principal axis of the hand region.
r(0 < r < 1): The degree of circularity of the hand region.
Because the direction of the principal axis of a circular region is unstable, weight 1 − r
is multiplied to decrease the value of the direction.

3 Generation of Initial HMM
Initial HMM is generated from states corresponding to the motion of hands. The image
sequence is first segmented into static and moving periods. Even if a hand moves slowly,
the corresponding static period is segmented into two if the moving direction changes
significantly. Moreover, if the distance between the face and a hand is small and the
direction of the hand from the face changes significantly in a static period, the period is
also segmented into two.
The means and the variances of features in each state are calculated to create an
initial model.

4 Synthesis of Training Data
4.1 Making a Hand Shape Database
Fukuda et al. proposed a classification of the hand shape used in sign language [4]. This
classification is based on the finger alphabet of the Japanese syllabary. In order to deal
with words which are not expressed by those alphabet, we add three hand shapes.
Moreover, since the view of a hand in images changes depending on a hand position
and pose, we further extend the classification to include typical variations of the same
hand shape. Figure 1 shows the extended classification.
Because the shape is important while a hand is not moving, the static hand shape
features are saved in the database.
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Fig. 1. Classification of hand shape

4.2 Synthesizing New Training Data
In order to synthesize a training data of a word, the degree of circularity is checked to
find static periods. Then, for each hand shape, the database is searched for the similar
hand shape. If it is found, the shape features replace the original features, while the
other features such as the position and the motion are kept unchanged.

5 Experimental Results
Experiments of recognition is performed using the HMM generated from original image
sequences and the synthesized data. In the experiments, images of two persons are used.
For each word, three sequences of images are obtained and the total of six samples are
obtained.
Excluding words whose images are not successfully processed, 14 words expressed
by both hands and 21 words expressed by one hand are used. First, only actual data are
used for training, where five of the sequences are used for training and the rest is used
for the test. By changing the sequence for the test, six experiments are performed.
Next synthesized data sequences are added for training and similar six experiments
are performed. Experimental results are shown in Table 1. Recognition rates of the
experiments using only actual data and the experiments using synthesized data have
little differences.
Before adding synthesized data, the word “like” of subject A is misrecognized as the
word “red”, and the word “red” of subject B is misrecognized as the word “dislike”. By
adding synthesized data, they are recognized successfully.
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Table 1. Experimental results
(a) Subject A
both hands

one hand

synthesized
data addition before after before after
the number
of success 52/52 52/52 57/63 57/63
recognition
rate
100% 100% 90.5% 90.5%

(b) Subject B
both hands

one hand
synthesized
data addition before after before after
the number
of success 50/52 50/52 57/63 58/63
recognition
rate
96.2% 96.2% 90.5% 92.1%

On the other hand, the word “head”
shown in Figure 2(a) of subject A is misrecognized as the word “black” shown in
Figure 2(b). Because the hand shape view of
these words are similar, it is easily misrecognized. Even by adding synthesized data, the
difference is ambiguous. We need better fea(a) black
(b) head
tures to discriminate them.
One of the reason of misrecognition in eiFig. 2. Words of similar hand features
ther case is that the test data is far from training data. It is necessary to collect hand shape data for more words in order to synthesize
a variety of training data.

6 Conclusion
We proposed a method of automatically synthesizing of training data using a hand shape
database for sign language recognition. Hand shapes in sign language words are classified and training data are synthesized by replacing hand shape features.
Although experiments with a small number of sign language words, the effect of
using synthesized data is not prominent, the method seems promising if it is applied to
larger data set.
The future problem is in addition to extension to a larger data set, application of the
method for various persons.
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